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lions of (he Nor.thern people. This opposition they had the right to make. Thinking that it would be for the interest of the new State that she should be free, and thinking also that from the smallness of her population, and the limited number of slaves within the territory—even now not largo.—the State would find not more difficulty iu relieving itself from the existence of slavery than many of the Northern states had experienced, they had a right to press those considerations upon0 the applicant by all fair and proper means. If the unbiased opinion of Missouri conld now be obtained I should not be surprised to find it one of regret that she had not yielded to that opposition and made herself a non-slave holding state.
The opposition that was made to the admission of Missouri takes its character from, the motives by which it was actuated and the manner in which it was conducted. That opposition was unexceptionable where, it arose from an honest conviction that the, previous abolition of si a very within her territory would be advantageous to her, and that the admission of more slave states into the Union would be. adverse, to its welfare, and where no improper means were employed to carry out these views; but where it was, on the contrary, the fruit of an outside, policy—where the principal design •was to product1 political and partisan effect by seizing on the question, as an opportunity to bring the politics of the slave states and the. standing of their supporters in the free states into disrepute through inflammatory assaults upon the institution of slavery, which wo, are under constitutional obligations to respect in the states where it exists,-—the opposition was culpably factious. Disguise the matter as we may such, agitation must, in the light of reason and justice, be regarded as alike offensive to the spirit and derogatory to the memories of the [Revolution. Tf our participation in the protection which the Federal Constitution extends to the institution of slavery had become intolerable to us, and we had satisfied ourselves that the interests of: humanity would gain more by our release, from that obligation than they would lose, by a dissolution of the Union, there was one way in which we could obtain an honorable discharge, and that was by tendering to onr brethren of the slave holding states a peaceable and voluntary dissolution of that Union which our Ancestors had formed with them under a different state of feeling. To hold on to its advantages and at the same time to lessen if not destroy through the agency of such agitations, that security to their slave property which was one of the principal benefits promised to them by its. adoption, was the reverse of such a course.
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